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ABSTRACT The March 2014 local elections in Turkey did not drastically alter 
electoral balances in Turkey. The AK Party maintained its predominant 
position, despite loosing some electoral support. The opposition gained 
some support but not enough to challenge the incumbent party’s tenure. 
Despite apparent gains for the CHP, it appears that the most significant 
vote increase was obtained by the nationalist MHP. Yet, both opposition 
parties remain far from imposing a credible challenge to the AK Party in 
future elections. These results are likely to lure PM Erdoğan into running 
for president. Such a decision is likely to further polarize the country and 
result in negative electoral campaigns for the presidential elections.

Introduction

Elections are routinely seen as turning points in Turkey. The March 30, 
2014 municipal elections were no different. All parties and civil society 
groups viewed these elections as turning points prior to and in the after-

math of the elections. However, few real turning points exist in Turkish elec-
toral history. Nevertheless, a number of remarkable developments and new 
trends could be deduced from the results of the recent local elections.

The mining accident that took place a few weeks after the local elections, which 
killed 301 people and outraged the masses, may have shown the opposition 
that they missed an important opportunity in these elections. The influence 
of the living conditions of the working class and the condition of the Turkish 
economy on mass preferences provided some opportunity for the opposition 
to score highly in the elections. However, the opposition failed to capitalize on 
this issue and instead relied on highly polarizing issues that helped the incum-
bent government stay largely unaffected on an electoral basis. 
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Two events shaped the nature of electoral debate in 
the March 2014 local elections, the first of which 
was the Gezi Park protests that occurred about ten 
months prior to the local elections in May-June 
2013. An isolated neighborhood protest in central 
Istanbul quickly turned into a massive protest move-
ment involving millions of people all over the coun-
try.1 The Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve 
Kalkınma Partisi-AK Party) leadership was quick to 
realize the impending threat of these protests for the 
approaching local elections. The non-accommodat-

ing reaction of the AK Party inevitably divided and polarized the electorate. 
As such, the AK Party’s and the opposition’s mass support bases were consol-
idated and frozen, leading to very minimal electoral shifts on the basis of this 
issue. 

The second event came in December 2013 with graft allegations against im-
portant cabinet members of the AK Party government. This graft scandal re-
sulted in a cabinet reshuffle within a couple of days, effectively ousting the 
ministers accused of corruption. In the weeks that followed, eight AK Party 
MPs left the party over the row. Istanbul Deputy Muhammed Çetin summed 
up the developments by saying that “with these corruption scandals the AK 
Party has turned black,” warning that there was unrest within the ranks of the 
party, which, at the time, was expected to lead to further resignations. The in-
ner-party unrest and resignations remained under control during the election 
campaign period and did not occur to any significant degree due to the elec-
tion results.2 In other words, the potential impact of the graft allegations did 
not materialize on the electoral front and hence the AK Party leadership was 
again able to consolidate its grasp over the rank and file of the party. As such, 
Prime Minister (PM) Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s impending bid for the presiden-
cy was left without a popular or elite opposition within the party.

Without going into the details of the factors that set the context of these elec-
tions, I would like to underline a few of the results that came out of these elec-
tions and focus on their implications for the future presidential and general 
elections. 

Results of the March 30, 2014 Elections 

In evaluating the March 2014 local election results, it is important to keep 
the inherent data issues in mind when comparing these results with earlier 
election outcomes. The primary data problem arises because both the num-
ber and the constituency borders of Greater City Municipalities (GCMs) 
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were changed in 2012.3 The election constituency borders of the GCMs were 
enlarged from urban municipal borders to include the totality of provincial 
borders and those in rural areas. Hence, rural inhabitants within the already 
existing 16 and 14 newly established GCMs were able to vote for the mayoral 
elections. As such, any comparison of the March 30th vote with earlier election 
results in these 30 provinces becomes problematic. Although the metropol-
itan and district mayors are elected directly via a plurality system, the met-
ropolitan assembly is not elected, but composed of representatives of district 
assemblies. Those who live in a GCM vote for GCM mayoral candidates, their 
district mayors and district assembly representatives from political parties 
and cast their vote for their village or neighborhood headman (muhtar). If 
one wants to calculate the level of support for a political party (not mayoral 
candidates) then the only option is to aggregate the district assembly votes for 
all parties and then calculate their share within their respective GCMs. How-
ever, only using the 30 GCM mayoral votes together with general provincial 
assembly votes in the remaining 51 provinces would not be appropriate, as 
the GCM mayoral elections results are likely to be driven mostly by candidate 
characteristics, while the provincial general assembly vote is driven by parti-
san considerations. 

Figure 1 shows the party family’s vote shares in two different versions for the 
general and local elections (shown with vertical lines) since 1999. In version 
I (indicated as 2014-I in Figure 1), the GCM mayoral candidate’s vote shares 
are shown together with the provincial assembly’s vote shares in the 51 non-
GCMs. In version II (shown as 2014-II in Figure 1), the GCM assembly’s vote 
shares are aggregated from district assembly’s votes and shown together with 

Figure 1: Electoral Trends in General and Local Elections, 1999-2014
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provincial assembly’s vote shares in 51 other provinces. The vote shares in 
version I is reflective of the mayoral candidate appeal and the version II vote 
shares are more reflective of partisan loyalties in the 30 GCMs. 

This picture demonstrates that the AK Party did lose support in both versions 
I and II compared to 2011, but remained above its level of national support 
compared to 2009. With the incumbent’s drop in support, the opposition par-
ties are on the rise. However, the opposition gains are not concentrated in a 
single party but rather shared between the two main opposition parties, the 
CHP and the MHP. For both the AK Party and the CHP, the nationwide vote 
share according to version I is higher than the share in version II, suggesting 
that the appeal of their candidates was slightly higher than their overall par-
tisan appeal, which is more reflected in version II. We observe that the CHP’s 
candidate dominant vote share in version I is higher than its partisanship 
dominant vote share in the version II. CHP candidates in Ankara, İstanbul 
and İzmir appear to have performed much better than the rest of the country. 
When the three metropolitan results are taken out, we see that the CHP’s vote 
gains disappear and the MHP’s vote gains are much bolder. When we take the 
partisan vote calculations as reflected in the version II results, we still see that 
the AKP maintained nearly the same level of support, while the CHP’s level of 
support is indistinguishable from that of the MHP. These observations suggest 
that the geographic distribution of support for all parties, perhaps with the 
exception of the AKP, is likely to reveal significant variation.

While electoral 
officers checking 

the signet “Yes” at 
a polling station.

AA / Atılgan Özdil
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Figure 2a: AKP Performance in 2011 vs 2014-Provincial Assembly Results for 2014

Figure 2b: CHP Performance in 2011 vs 2014-Provincial Assembly Results for 2014

Figure 2 provides a simple depiction of the development in vote shares of three 
major parties from 2011 to 2014. If a party’s vote share remains below (above) 
the main diagonal line, which shows the equality of vote shares for that party 
in both 2011 and 2014, then the party in question has lost (gained) vote share 
from 2011 to 2014. For the AK Party (Figure 2a), we observe a loss in almost 
all provinces. The AK Party’s vote share increased slightly above its 2011 level 
in only four provinces. In most provinces, such as Rize, Aydın and Edirne, 
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this drop is less than a few percentage points. Only in a few provinces, such as 
Afyon, Kırşehir and Ardahan, was there a ten point decline and only in places 
like Kırıkkale was there a large decline of about 20 point. In all large metro-
politan provinces (Ankara, İstanbul, İzmir, Bursa and Adana) the AK Party’s 
vote share declined by about 4 to 7 points. Since the AK Party’s electoral sup-
port is more homogeneously distributed across regions, a regional pattern that 
demonstrates losses is not strikingly apparent in this picture.

For the CHP, the progression of electoral support from 2011 to 2014 appears 
more favorable. In about a dozen provinces, the CHP’s vote share is on the rise. 
However, with the exception of İzmir, this increase did not lead to a victory in 
2014. In fact, despite these modest increases, we see that the level of electoral 
support in 2014 remains below 40 percent in all except six provinces (Eskişe-
hir, Edirne, Muğla, Tekirdağ, Kırklareli and İzmir). The vote share of the CHP 
remains very low in a large number of provinces in the East and Southeastern 
Anatolia region. In a total of 28 provinces, the CHP obtained less than 10 per-
cent of the vote. Of these 28 provinces, 17 are in these two regions. In places 
like Ağrı, Şırnak, Van, Hakkari, Şanlıurfa, Bitlis, Diyarbakır, Mardin, Batman 
Siirt, Muş and Bingöl, the CHP’s vote remains below 3 percent. This clear-
ly suggests a regional narrowing of the CHP’s support to the western coastal 
provinces and a virtual reduction of the party to non-existence in the East and 
Southeastern provinces. 

A similar observation can be made about the provincial pattern of the pro-
gression of the MHP’s support from 2011 to 2014. In Bingöl, Hakkari, Di-

Figure 2c: MHP Performance in 2011 vs 2014-Provincial Assembly Results for 2014
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yarbakır, Mardin, Batman, Siirt, Şırnak, Van, Ağrı, Tunceli, 
Muş and Bitlis, the MHP’s vote share is less than 3 percent. 
However, despite this low-level electoral presence in the East 
and Southeastern Anatolia provinces, the MHP’s vote share 
has significantly increased from the 2011 results in many cen-
tral and western Anatolia provinces. Despite these increasing 
vote shares, the MHP’s level of support remains well below a 
winning margin for mayoral races. 

Was the economy behind the net losses and gains depicted 
above? A full treatment and testing of this expectation re-
quires a multivariate analysis at the provincial macro-level 
or a micro-individual survey data. In this article, I will only 
present a historical depiction of economic evaluations from a 
series of survey data from 2002 to 2014. These evaluations are 
obtained in five different forms that emphasize the timeframe 
as well as personal vs. national conditions. From the perspec-
tive of timeframe for the evaluations, we have retrospective, 
prospective and present day evaluations that are then divided 
into personal (pocket-book) as opposed to national (sociotro-
pic) evaluations. 

In a survey conducted over the pre-election campaign period 
within the International Social Survey Program’s (ISSP) Na-
tional Identity module, we observe a clear pattern of prioritiz-
ing economic evaluations over party choice. If an individual’s 
evaluation of the economy in either one of the five different 
versions depicted above is negative, then the likelihood of that 
individual casting a vote for the incumbent AK Party is sig-
nificantly lower compared to those who have a positive eval-
uation of the economic conditions. In a similar vein, we ob-
serve that those who have a negative evaluation the likelihood 
of support for the opposition parties is higher. 

Figure 3 below shows the progression of negative econom-
ic evaluations for 2002-2014.4 This picture shows that when 
the AK Party came to power in 2002 retrospective econom-
ic evaluations were much more negative than the following 
years. A similar level of negativity was never obtained for ret-
rospective evaluations after 2002. However, in the 2008 and 
2009 global economic crisis, we observe rising negativity in 
these evaluations from both the retrospective as well as the 
prospective group. However, the AK Party government was 
able to control and push these negative evaluations down for 
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the 2011 general election. Nevertheless, after the 2011 election, we observe an 
upward trend in negative evaluations. For two years prior to the March 2014 
elections, although the level of negativity was not as high as 2008-2010, it was 
on the rise. 

Given the state of the popular evaluations of the economy and the govern-
ment’s economic policy as well as the rising allegations of corruption prior to 
the March 2014 local elections, a clear and simple expectation appears to have 
been formed on the part of the opposition. Due to the rise in people’s percep-
tions about the corrupt state of affairs in the incumbent government’s tenure, 
it is only logical that the government should lose support. However, the logic 
of this expectation may not work given a recent work by Klasnja and Tucker 
(2013), who claim that in “low-corruption” countries like Sweden where cor-
ruption is relatively rare, voters tend to punish politicians for corruption re-
gardless of the state of the economy.5 However, in “high-corruption” countries 
like Moldova, where bribery and corrupt deals are relatively more prevalent, 
voters tend to punish politicians for corruption only when the economy is also 
perceived to be doing badly. Hence as the perceptions of the state of the econ-
omy improve, voters tend to be less concerned about corruption. 

Although our diagnoses depicted above in Figure 3 shows that economic eval-
uations in 2014 were worse compared to 2011, the level of negativity may not 
have been high enough to warrant serious punishment, especially if the oppo-
sition did not focus on economic policy in their election campaigns. At this 
stage we have no systematic data concerning the opposition’s emphasis on the 

Figure 3: Negative Economic Evaluations, 2002-2014
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state of the economy. However, our 
subjective impression is that the op-
position parties underemphasized 
the state of the economy and only 
concentrated on corruption allega-
tions due to the assumption that it 
would negatively impact the gov-
ernment’s electoral support. Evalu-
ations of the state of the economy were not deteriorating at a large enough 
pace prior to the local elections to create the expected fall in support for the 
AK Party. 

According to Klasnja and Tucker’s logic, corruption reduces the government’s 
support only when evaluations of the economy worsen. Hence, for this line 
of causation to work in favor the opposition, the perception of PM Erdoğan’s 
government as incompetent on the economic front has to settle in the minds 
of voters. Such a perception of incompetence did not occur on a large enough 
scale during the election and the AK Party held onto its electoral support with-
out significant deterioration. 

Conclusions

The March 2014 local elections maintained the status quo without a serious 
deterioration of the AK Party’s electoral support. One important dynamic that 
might be buried under the overemphasized performance of the AK Party and 
the CHP is the rise of the MHP. In fact, due to strategic candidate selection of 
other parties, which prevented the MHP from reaching its potential in large 
metropolitan cities, the overall vote for the MHP might not be very impressive 
at first glance. However, by looking at the details of the MHP’s vote share geo-
graphically, we observe a strong showing that brought the party close to the 
CHP in many instances.

Given the strong resistance to the AK Party government in the Gezi protests 
and then the break-up of the conservative coalition with the Gülen Move-
ment over the graft allegations, the expectations that the AK Party would lose 
electoral support were not realized. This is partly due to continued relative 
strength of the economy in the eyes of the public. A complementing factor 
was the opposition’s weak emphasis on the AK Party’s economic performance. 
Despite the relative strength of mass evaluations of the economy compared to 
earlier years of the AK Party tenure, negative economic performance evalua-
tions were on the rise. The opposition could have capitalized on this weakness 
if they continually emphasized economic policy. Both the CHP and the MHP 
chose not to follow that path. However, only a couple of weeks after the elec-

The March 2014 local elections 
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tion, the mining disaster in Soma clearly showed that the uneasiness of the 
working masses presented a potent political basis of opposition. Yet, it was too 
late to garner any support on that basis.

However, there will be presidential election in August 2014. Perhaps, these 
elections will be even more consequential for the way Turkish politics will 
be shaped in the years to come. Not only might PM Erdoğan be a candidate 
for the presidency, but these elections could also be used to turn the whole 
political system into a presidential one. Given the relative success of the AK 
Party despite the difficulties it faced prior to the local elections, the AK Party 
candidate’s chances are obviously enhanced in the approaching presidential 

elections. This might be one ma-
jor factor why PM Erdoğan might 
choose to run for president in the 
first place.

Turkey’s very first presidential elec-
tion is likely to be shaped by parti-
san alignment that favors the ruling 
AK Party and the charisma of its 
leader, PM Erdoğan. Despite all the 

damage to Erdoğan’s image during the Gezi protests and graft allegations, he 
appears to continue to command firm control over his party and its popular 
appeal. This personal charismatic foundation of Erdoğan’s campaign for the 
presidential elections may invite candidates who might be tempted to follow 
a negative campaign against him if he chooses to run. Given the AK Party’s 
support and Erdoğan’s appeal among Kurdish voters, the only way a candi-
date could force a second round election in a presidential race would be to 
court voters with weak partisanship through a negative campaign. A negative 
campaign similar to those in the West might not be possible given the strong 
control and pressures over the Turkish media. The extent to which the oppo-
sition will be tempted and able to follow a negative campaign will determine 
the outcome of presidential elections. We will just have to wait and see how 
incentives and strategies are shaped during the course of the presidential elec-
tion campaign.

The state of the economy is unlikely to change drastically before August. The 
perceptions of the state of the economy could be targeted and pushed to the 
negative side if the opposition were to follow a concerted effort in this di-
rection. Especially given the reactions to the mining disaster, such a strategy 
might appear more realistic. However, such a concerted effort would have to 
rely on a long-term strategy built on an alternative economic program with 
specific policy initiatives, which do not appear to be in the opposition’s elec-
toral arsenal.

Turkey’s very first presidential 
election is likely to be shaped 
by partisan alignment that 
favors the ruling AK Party and 
the charisma of its leader,  
PM Erdoğan
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In short, given the local election results and the state of the opposition, the 
approaching presidential election appears to move in favor of the AK Party. 
Candidacy is obviously a personal as well as a party decision. PM Erdoğan’s 
personal charisma and the way he chooses to use this charisma during the 
election campaign are potent factors that will shape the outcome of elections. 
We will have to wait and see how political considerations and campaign strat-
egies will shape the first presidential election in August 2014. 
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